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Abstract: Knowledge management is characterized by many different activities rang-
ing from the elicitation of knowledge to its storing, sharing, maintenance, usage and
creation. Skill management is one of such activities, with its own peculiarities, as it
focuses on full exploitation of knowledge individuals in an organization have, in order
to carry out at best given tasks. In this paper a semantic-based automated Skill Man-
agement System is proposed, which supports competences search and creation. The
system implements an approach exploiting the formalism and the reasoning services
provided by Description Logics. The approach embeds also non standard Description
Logics reasoning services to extend the set of provided features. Here we present main
characteristics of our system and focus on a novel algorithm exploiting advanced in-
ference services for the one-to-one assignment of a set of individuals to a set of tasks,
endowed of logical explanation features for missing/conflicting skills.

Key Words: Skill Management, Competence creation, E-learning, Knowledge repre-
sentation, Description Logics.
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1 Introduction

Skill Management is a specific area of Knowledge Management, which has re-

cently gained attention, both in industry and academia, as knowledge intensive

companies –particularly consulting companies– strive to fully benefit from the
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know-how their personnel holds, and try to match effectively the right person

with the right task in minimum time. The competences of the workforce have

been nowadays recognized as strategic assets of paramount importance in the

achievement of competitive advantage [Hamel and Prahalad, 1990]. Other stud-

ies [Gronau and Uslar, 2004] show that the return on investment is significantly

impacted by enriching knowledge management systems companies use, with com-

ponents for the specific management of skills(Skill Management Systems, SMS).

The management of skills, anyway, involves a large number of different activ-

ities ranging form the elicitation of knowledge held by individuals to all the pos-

sible usages of such a formalized know-how. In [Draganidis and Mentzas, 2006]

a recent survey of systems and approaches to competency management is pro-

posed, which testifies the interest in the problem and the diversity of approaches

taken.

In recent years we have been working on an integrated framework and system

along the lines traced by the Semantic Web initiative [Berners-Lee et al., 2001].

In particular our aim is to fully benefit from structuring available information

using formal languages such as OWL-DL, to build an infrastructure where skills

and tasks can best match. Obviously, there are cases when available skills within

the workforce are not sufficient to cope with needs; in this case there are two

basic possibilities: either hire new personnel or increase skills of internal per-

sonnel through targeted and specific learning procedures. The availability of an

increasing number and variety of effective e-learning modules may make this

second option appealing and cost-effective. Our semantic-based approach tries

to smoothly integrate the skills finding with the possibility to provide ”new”

knowledge when needed.

We characterize a skill matching problem in terms of multiplicity relation-

ships between assignees and tasks to be accomplished [Colucci et al., 2003b]. In

this paper we illustrate our framework and system, with particular reference to

a novel algorithm for the one-to-one assignment of a set of individuals to a set

of tasks (that we call multiple one-to-one), able to deal with partial matches,

endowed of logical explanation features for missing/conflicting skills.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: next section outlines our frame-

work and the scenario our system deals with; section 3 recalls inference services

that are used in our approach; then we present, in section 4, devised algorithms

for skill matching in the various categories we consider. Section 5 illustrates our

system behavior. Section 6 discusses relevant related work and conclusions close

the paper.

2 Framework and features

In this paper we present a Skill Management System (SMS) mainly focused on

semantic-based assignment of individuals to tasks and creation of new compe-
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tence inside a group of holders. The scenario is one in which the management of

a company has some knowledge-intensive tasks to face, e.g., a consulting com-

pany that has received an order. It may exploit both the internal know-how, by

employing its internal personnel, and the knowledge provided by consultants,

to be hired from outside the company. Another possibility is open by internal

personnel training: when the required knowledge is not available inside the com-

pany the management may revert to knowledge creation by asking employees to

learn the lacking competences.

The system has to be automated as fully as possible, so knowledge needs to

be formalized unambiguously through a machine understandable language, yet

it still has to work as a decision support system, leaving when necessary, some

choices to the management.

Description Logics (DL)[Baader et al., 2002] formalism is used to represent

knowledge in our framework. DLs provide a number of standard reasoning ser-

vices helpful in the process of using knowledge; moreover we propose non-

standard reasoning services from DLs, which provide peculiar logical explanation

features to our system.

The proposed SMS ensures knowledge elicitation, sharing, storing and main-

tenance through the use of formal languages. The shared vocabulary for the

knowledge domain is given by the ontology skills descriptions are referred to.

Descriptions of skills in such an ontology are relative to three kinds of knowl-

edge domain entities:

– knowledge providers: describes entities able to achieve tasks by making

their knowledge available(persons in most of the cases)

– tasks: describes required knowledge for activities to be performed

– learning objects: describes knowledge to be gained thanks to the fruition

of e-learning modules.

The HR-XML Consortium work group1 defines a competency as a spe-

cific, identifiable, definable, and measurable knowledge, skill, ability and/or other

deployment-related characteristic (e.g. attitude, behavior, physical ability) which

a human resource may possess and which is necessary for, or material to, the

performance of an activity within a specific business context.

In the description of our domain of interest we accept such a definition,

especially in its emphasis on the connection between competencies and activity

performance. In particular, the descriptions we introduce as case study in the

paper are mostly based on measurable skills possessed by human resources. Such

a choice causes the term skill to be often used as a synonym of competency all

over the paper.

1 The HR-XML Consortium. http://hr-xml.org
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The representation of knowledge domain is exploited by the algorithms im-

plemented by our SMS to perform a semantic based assignment of knowledge

providers to tasks and a semantic based composition of learning objects to cover

the skills required by the task and missed by the providers.

Such an integration of assignment with learning process is made possible

thanks to the explanation of missing skills our SMS provides.

In SMS literature many systems have been in fact proposed both for skill

matching and for courses composition; nevertheless also systems exploiting the

semantics of skills descriptions are not able to give explanations either on the

reasons for possible mismatches or on those parts of the task which remains

uncovered in case of not-full match.

Additionally our SMS provides the possibility of revising skill requests if no

provider is potentially able to satisfy task requirements; the revision process

starts by the elicitation of conflicting information in the request with each

provider.

Both explanation and revision exploit non standard reasoning services from

DL, which are detailed in Section 3.

Our SMS provides different choices for assignment of knowledge providers to

tasks depending, as hinted before, on the multiplicity of match relation and on

the effort on simultaneous optimization. In particular, a task may be assigned

to one or more providers (and vice versa a provider may be assigned to one or

more tasks) and in the matching process the management may decide to take or

not into account possible other tasks to assign.

Such a choice is up to the system user and generates different matching

processes, whose output in each case includes an assignment and a logical ex-

planation describing the skills not yet covered by the chosen providers.

Such missing skills can be used to determine the learning need to be covered

by a different learning process, automatically suggested by the system to each

provider by composing available learning objects formalized in the ontology.

The proposed learning processes are different for each provider, as they

strictly depend on the background knowledge providers hold. The system is

also able to suggest the provider whose learning process requires the least effort;

in other words the candidate for which the process of covering the missing skills

is expected to be simpler.

3 Basic and Nonmonotonic Inferences

In the following we will refer to Description Logics (DL) whose formal semantics

is the basis of the Ontology Web Language OWL-DL [OWL, 2004], and model a

DL-based framework to cope with the issues presented in the following sections.

OWL has been conceived to allow for representation of machine understand-

able, unambiguous, description of web content through the creation of domain
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ontologies, and aim at increasing openness and interoperability in the web envi-

ronment. The strong relations between DLs and the above introduced language

for the Semantic Web [Baader et al., 2003] is also evident in the definition of the

three OWL sub-languages:

OWL-Lite: allows class hierarchy and simple constraints on relation between

classes;

OWL-DL: is based on Description Logics theoretical studies, it allows a great

expressiveness keeping computational completeness and decidability;

OWL-Full: using such a language, there is a great syntactic flexibility and

expressiveness. This freedom is paid in terms of no computational guarantee.

The sub-language OWL-DL is expressive enough to map the subset of DLs

formalism we exploit for knowledge representation (see Table 1 in Appendix A).

The interested reader may refer to [Baader et al., 2002] for a comprehensive

survey on DLs 2. In this section we just recall inference services in DLs useful

in the rest of the paper, taking into account an ontology T . The basic reasoning

problems for concepts in a DLs are satisfiability, which accounts for the inter-

nal coherency of the description of a concept (no contradictory properties are

present), and subsumption, which accounts for the more general/more specific

relation among concepts, that forms the basis of a taxonomy.

Definition 1 Subsumption. Let L be a DL, P and T be two concept in L,

and T be a set of axioms in L. A concept T subsumes a concept P w.r.t. T

if every interpretation of T assigns to P a subset of the set assigned to T . We

write T |= P ⊑ T to indicate T subsumes P w.r.t. T .

As an example, consider T as the skills domain ontology, and T (for Task) and

P (for Profile) two concept descriptions representing respectively a request for a

task to be assigned and the skills extracted from a curriculum vitae (CV), more

generally a knowledge provider. If T |= P ⊑ T , i.e., the information represented

by P are more specific than the ones requested in T , it means the curriculum’s

owner has at least all the skills required to execute the requested task and a full

match occurs. Obviously, this is the best match case.

Definition 2 Satisfiability. Let L be a DL, P be a concept in L, and T be a

set of axioms in L. P is satisfiable w.r.t. T if there exists at least one model of

T assigning a non-empty extension to P . Since a concept P is satisfiable w.r.t.

T iff P is not subsumed by ⊥, we write T |= P �⊑ ⊥ to indicate P is satisfiable

w.r.t. T .

2 A small appendix is provided at the end of the paper that briefly illustrates the
specific DL we adopt in our system
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In the task/skills scenario of the above example, if T |= P ⊑ ⊥ (respectively

T |= T ⊑ ⊥) then the description P (respectively T ) is in conflict with the

information modeled in T . That is, the request (respectively the curriculum) is

self-contradicting. On the other hand, if C ≡ P ⊓ T , with P and T satisfiable

w.r.t. T , the unsatisfiability of C can be read as an incompatibility of P and T .

Although very useful in many matchmaking settings, both subsumption and

satisfiability return a yes/no answer. The scenario we outlined requires instead

both explanation and belief revision in order to cope with cases in which no

perfect match exists. Hereafter we recall basic definitions of two non-standard

inference services that will be used to overcome highlighted limitations of sub-

sumption and satisfiability; for a thorough discussion of the rationale of such

inferences see [Di Noia et al., 2007, Colucci et al., 2007b]. If P ⊓ T is unsatisfi-

able in the ontology T , i.e., the task and the profile are not compatible with each

other, we may want, as in a belief revision process, to retract some requirements

G (for Give up) in T , to obtain a new contracted task request K (for Keep)

which is compatible with P . In other words, such that K ⊓P is satisfiable in T .

Definition 3 Concept Contraction. Let L be a DL, P , T , be two concepts

in L, and T be a set of axioms in L, where both P and T are satisfiable in T . A

Concept Contraction Problem (CCP), identified by 〈L, T, P, T 〉, is finding a pair

of concepts 〈G, K〉 ∈ L× L such that T |= T ≡ G ⊓ K, and K ⊓ P is satisfiable

in T . We call K a contraction of T according to P and T .

Obviously, there is always the trivial solution 〈G, K〉 = 〈T,⊤〉 to a CCP, that is

give up everything of T . In our skill matching framework, it models the (infre-

quent) situation in which, in front of some very appealing profile P , incompatible

with the requested task, a recruiter just gives up completely her specifications T

in order to meet P . On the other hand, when P ⊓T is satisfiable in T , the ”best”

possible solution is 〈⊤, T 〉, that is, give up nothing — if possible. Since usually

one wants to give up as few things as possible, some minimality in the contrac-

tion must be defined [Gärdenfors, 1988]. In most cases a pure logic-base approach

could be not sufficient to decide between which beliefs to give up and which to

keep. There is the need of modeling and defining some extra-logical information.

One approach is to give up minimal information [Colucci et al., 2003a]. Another

one sets different importance levels for demands characteristics, modeling them

as negotiable or strict constraints [Di Noia et al., 2004a].

When P and T are satisfiable w.r.t. each other (the task and the profile do

not contain conflicting information) but subsumption does not hold (i.e., a full

match is unavailable) one may want to hypothesize some explanation on which

are the causes of this result.

Definition 4 Concept Abduction. Let P , T , be two concepts in a Description

Logic L, and T be a set of axioms, where both P and T are satisfiable in T . A
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Concept Abduction Problem (CAP), denoted as 〈L, T, P, T 〉, is finding a concept

H such that T �|= P ⊓ H ≡ ⊥, and T |= P ⊓ H ⊑ T .

The solution to a CAP [Di Noia et al., 2003] can be interpreted as what has

to be hypothesized in P , and in a second step added to, in order to make P

more specific than T , which would make subsumption result true. If a CV is

compatible with respect to a requested task — T �|= P ⊓ T ⊑ ⊥ — but the

latter is not completely satisfied by the former, it may be very interesting to

know which part of the task is not covered by the CV. Notice that the absence

of information in the curriculum P has not to be interpreted using a negation by

default approach. In an open world semantics, it is interpreted as under-specified

information: something the CV’s owner forgot to describe or simply did not care

about. That is why we formulate hypotheses (using an abductive process) on

what is unknown.

3.1 Logic based ranking function

In a retrieval process, as the one for required-task/knowledge-provider, a ranking

function is needed in order to establish the suitability of an offered resource with

respect to a request.

Given a task request T and a knowledge provider P , both described w.r.t. an

ontology T , in order to have T completely satisfied by P and reach a full match,

the subsumption relation T |= P⊓T must hold. If a full match does not occur, we

can have either T and P compatible with each other — T �|= P ⊓T ⊑ ⊥ — or, in

the worst case, incompatible — T |= P ⊓T ⊑ ⊥. In case of compatibility, solving

a CAP, hypotheses can be provided in order to formulate possible explanations

H on why a full match does not occur; in case of incompatibility, solving a CCP,

possible explanations G on why P and T are incompatible can be also computed

and a contracted request K provided, which is compatible with the knowledge

provider P . More formally the following two situations may ensue:

T |= P ⊓ T ⊑ ⊥ =⇒ 〈G, K〉 = solveCCP =⇒ T �|= P ⊓ K ⊑ ⊥ (1)

T �|= P ⊓ T ⊑ ⊥ =⇒ H = solveCAP =⇒ T |= P ⊓ H ⊑ T (2)

Looking at (1) and (2) it is easy to notice that in both cases we are able to

compute explanations on mismatch. Trivially, if P and T are compatible, then H

is the explanation; if P and T are incompatible, then solving a CCP on P and T

we compute both incompatibility explanation G and a new request K compatible

with T . Now, solving a CAP on P and K explanation H ′ on why a full match

does not occur between P and the new K is computed. Summarizing, G and H ′

are the explanations on mismatch w.r.t. a full match in case of incompatibility.

Numerical measures of the above mismatch explanations can be obviously

useful to evaluate a match score, and then an ordering, in our skill matching
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framework. Then, given a task request T and a knowledge provider P both

satisfiable w.r.t. an ontology T , we define a match degree function U (for utility)

as:

U : 〈G, H, T 〉 −→ ℜ (3)

U can be used both in case of incompatibility between P and T and in case of

compatibility, and in the latter case G = ⊤. Notice that U takes into account

also the ontology T . In fact in T , the semantics of G and H is modeled. In

Section 5 we will present a function U for the ALN (see Appendix A) subset of

OWL-DL.

4 Automated Task Assignment and Courseware Composition

The first issue we consider is the choice on the match multiplicity ad on the

contemporary optimization of different assignments. Three different matching

processes may occur depending on the previous choice:

– Single one to one matching

– Multiple one to one matching

– Many to one matching

4.1 The Single One to One Matching Process

In [Colucci et al., 2007a] we proposed the algorithm Assign for single one to one

skill matching; the algorithm automatically assigns, to the only task T taken into

account, the provider Pi minimizing a function U measuring both explanation

hypotheses H and belief revision needs G as explained in the previous section.

4.2 The Multiple One to One Assignment Problem

With reference to the multiple one to one matching scenario we proposed a

solving approach in [Colucci et al., 2004]. The paper takes a semantic based

approach to the solution of the classical Assignment Problem in operational re-

search [Cormen et al., 1990]. Such a problem usually performs the assignment

by minimizing an objective function expressing the global cost. In our contribu-

tion we introduced a method to maximize the suitability of assignees to tasks

instead of minimizing the cost of matching. In particular the proposed objective

function only took into account compatible profiles Pj with respect to given task

requests Ti. By choosing the assignment minimizing such a function, the system

optimizes the suitability of individuals to tasks.
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In such an approach only a measure of the underspecified skills explanation

concept was taken into account.

Here we show how to extend the approach, making our system able to cope

with cases of incompatible profiles and take also belief revision procedures into

account.

The formal definition of the new problem arising can be summarized as fol-

lows:

Minimize

Z =

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1

uijxij

subject to
n

∑

j=1

xij = 1 for i = 1, 2, ...n

n
∑

i=1

xij = 1 for j = 1, 2, ...n

and

xij ∈ {0, 1} (all i, j)

where xij are the decision variables such that xij = 1 if assignee i performs

task j and xij = 0 otherwise. The first set of functional constraints imposes that

each individual is assigned to exactly one task, whereas the second set forces

each task to be performed by exactly one individual. Such constraints cause

the decision variables to be independent of each other in the formulation of the

problem.

Coefficients uij are computed according to the function U previously intro-

duced and denote the suitability of individual i to job j and take the place of

cost coefficients cij in the problem general model.

In the new model the assignment is evaluated both for the concepts Ti, Pj

that potentially match and for those that match only partially. The function U

takes in fact into account both the measure of the concept to contract and of the

one to hypothesize in order to compute the suitability as explained in Section

3.1.

The algorithm MultipleAssign shown in the following performs the multi-

ple one to one matching process. It takes as input both a set of tasks to per-

form R = {Ti} with i = 1 . . . n and a set of knowledge providers descriptions

P = {Pj} with j = 1 . . .m. The output is made up by a set of quadruples

A = {(Ti, Pj , Hij , Gij)} containing respectively the task to assign, the chosen
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assignee, the concept Hij representing the knowledge to hypothesize in the as-

signee description to perfectly match the task, and Gij representing the requests

to contract in the task, to potentially match the assignee description.

1: Algorithm MultipleAssign(R,P , T )

2: input Pj ∈ P , Ti ∈ R, concepts in L such that both

T |= Pj �⊑ ⊥ and T |= Tj �⊑ ⊥

3: output set of quadruples A = {(Ti, Pj , Hij , Gij)}

4: begin algorithm

5: for each Ti ∈ R

6: for each Pj ∈ P

7: if T |= Ti ⊓ Pj ≡ ⊥ then

8: 〈Gij , Kij〉 = contract(Pj , Ti, T );

9: else

10: 〈Gij , Kij〉 = 〈⊤, Ti〉;

11: end if

12: Hij = abduce(Pj , Kij , T );

13: uij = U(Hij , Gij , T );

14: end for each

15: end for each

16: xij = solveKhun(uij)

17: for each i and j

18: if xij = 1

19: then Aij = (Ti, Pj , Hij , Gij)

20: end if

21: end for each

22: return A = {Aij};

23: end algorithm

The algorithm computes the values of function U for each pair individual-

task and uses such values uij as coefficients of the objective function of the

Assignment Problem.

The Problem is then solved by adopting the well known Kuhn algorithm

[Kuhn, 1955]; MultipleAssign calls Khun solving algorithm in row 16: the coef-

ficients uij are given as input to solveKhun algorithm, which returns the set of

solution variables xij . MultipleAssign finally returns the set A, whose elements

are the assignment quadruples corresponding to each xij = 1.

4.3 The Many to One Assignment Problem

In [Colucci et al., 2007a], the algorithm TeamComposer was proposed to cope

with the many to one assignment problem. The algorithm uses a greedy approach
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to the team composition process and exploits the minimization of function U to

choose the candidates to team composition. The algorithm takes as input a task

T to be solved and a set of knowledge providers P = {Pj} with j = 1 . . .m

and returns the set Pc of employees composing the team, the part Tuncovered

of the task description not covered by the ad-hoc created team and the part

Gcontraction of the task description to be given up at the end of the whole team

composition process.

4.4 Courseware Composition

All of the three matching processes outlined so far return an explanation con-

cept describing skills still not available after the assignment. Such missing skills

represent the learning need at the basis of a possible learning process proposed

by automatically composing available learning objects to create a personalized

courseware.

In [Colucci et al., 2005c] we proposed a general framework based on seman-

tic technologies for composition using Concept Covering via Concept Abduction;

such framework can be easily integrated in existing metadata specifications, such

as SCORM [SCORM, 2004], LOM [IEEE, 2002], IMS [IMS, 2001], Dublin Core

[DublinCore, 1999], although we currently use a LOM extended header. The

courseware composition was there devised as a learning objects (λ) retrieval

problem. In that perspective, if there is a learning need and a repository of

learning objects potentially satisfying the learner specifications, a solution to a

λ-retrieval problem is:

retrieve (a sequence of) some λs from the repository such that their compo-

sition satisfies the learning need as far as possible.

In case a perfect covering of the learning need is not found, an approximate

solution has to be taken into account, together with explanation hypothesis

of what remains missing. In this case, missing information represent what the

courseware does not specify to teach w.r.t. the learning needs. This can be due

to:

– underspecification of the λ description

– lack of learning objects coping with the requires learning needs

– not sufficient background knowledge of the learner

Formally learning objects and learning needs are defined as follows:
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Learning Object: 3 λ = 〈λD, λBK〉. λD describes the knowledge the user will

acquire after λ fruition. Using a language endowed with a well-defined seman-

tics, it models the offered knowledge. λBK is a representation of prerequisites

in order to benefit from λ.

Learning Need: ρ = 〈ρD, ρBK〉, where ρD is the description of the requested

learning need and ρBK represents the background knowledge owned by the

requester before looking for the courseware.

Obviously, we did not take belief revision into account during courseware

composition, as the situation in which the learning need is incompatible with a

learning object description may not ensue. The skills ontology never models in

fact different competences as disjoint concepts, because of the nature of knowl-

edge itself: knowledge about a given skill is always compatible with any other

sort of knowledge.

Our system proposes a different courseware to each provider in order to cover

the learning need resulting from the assignment process. Such a personalization is

needed because of the composition of learning objects in a background knowledge

and a description. Only the providers holding the required prerequisites may be

asked to learn topics detailed in the learning object description.

The algorithm teacher presented in [Colucci et al., 2005c] automatically com-

putes each composite courseware. The algorithm takes as input a set of learning

objects R = {λi = 〈λi
D, λi

BK
〉}, the learning need ρ = 〈ρD, ρBK〉, and an ontol-

ogy T and returns the composite courseware Λ(ρ,R) and the uncovered part,

ρDuncovered
, of the request description ρD.

A composite courseware is hence a sequence of learning objects such that

both the following conditions hold: it can be started using some background

knowledge the requester owns (ρBK) and the provided composite courseware

covers the user request description (ρD).

Our system supports user’s decision also in choosing the learning process

which requires the least effort for covering the learning need, given that differ-

ent personalized processes are possible. In our opinion a completely automatic

selection is not the most suitable solution in this phase, because several highly

subjective choice factors have to be taken into account. The information needed

for the choice may be considered embedded in the following factors:

– courseware complexity: each proposed composite courseware is charac-

terized by a complexity which cannot be measured by only objective fea-

tures. Some factors like the number of composing learning objects and the

time needed to learn the whole courseware can be objectively compared and

an automatic learner choice can be made by the system according to such

3 Without loss of generality here we consider only the information needed for a se-
mantic discovery and composition.
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factors. Nevertheless some factors are highly subjective, like the familiarity

of the individual to the topic or the specificity of the skills to learn. By

presenting to the user the semantic based descriptions of all the composite

coursewares we believe s/he can evaluate their complexity by taking both

objective and subjective factors into account.

– evaluation of missing skills: a measure of the concept ρDuncovered
is needed

in order to evaluate how relevant are the skills the learner will still be lacking

after the courseware fruition. Such measure has to take into account also how

specific is ρDuncovered
: knowledge about generic object programming languages

may be gained more easily than specific competence about Java.

– additional knowledge learned by courseware fruition: the proposed

courseware may be more specific than the learning need. Such a situation, not

affecting the candidate choice at a first sight, is instead noteworthy. The extra

knowledge gained may be a factor of selection among possible learners. The

explanation on extra knowledge is returned by solving a Concept Abduction

Problem between the learning object description and the learning need: Hi =

abduce(Λ(ρ, R), ρD, T )

Instead of proposing an automatic learner selection we implemented the ap-

proach presenting an explanation facility for these three factors to the system

user, so making available the whole information relevant for her decision. The

final selection of the candidate is then up to the system user.

5 System behavior

In this section we outline our system behavior for the MultipleAssign algorithm

illustrated in the previous section, with the aid of a simple example. We begin

by describing the way our system computes a semantic match degree.

5.1 Match Degree Function for ALN

Given a Concept Abduction Problem (CAP), if H is a conjunction of concepts

and no sub-conjunction of concepts in H is a solution to the CAP, then H is

an irreducible solution. In [Di Noia et al., 2003] CAP was introduced for the

first time and also a minimality criteria for H and a polynomial algorithm to

find solutions which are irreducible, for ALN (see Appendix A) subset of OWL-

DL, have been proposed. In [Di Noia et al., 2004b] rankPotential was originally

proposed to evaluate a numerical score given an irreducible solution to a CAP

w.r.t. to an ontology T . Based on rankPotential, the function U was originally

introduced in [Colucci et al., 2005a] and computed according to the following

closed form:
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U(〈T, P, G, H, T 〉) =
∣

∣

∣
1 − N

N−g
∗ (1 − h

k
)
∣

∣

∣

with the following meaning for parameters:

k : evaluation of K that belongs to the solution of a concept contraction problem

between Pi and T — k = rankPotential(⊤, K, T )

h : evaluation of H solution of a concept abduction problem between K(T if no

contraction is needed) and P — h = rankPotential(P, K, T )

g : evaluation of G that belongs to the solution of a concept contraction problem

between P and T — g = rankPotential(K, T, T )

N : evaluation of T — N = rankPotential(⊤, T, T )

By choosing the candidate minimizing U , the algorithm takes into account

both g and h, i.e., a numerical measure of how much it has to be given up in

the request T and how much to hypothesize in the profile P analyzed.

5.1.1 An Illustrative Example

We present here an illustrative example of MultipleAssign to better clarify

its behavior. All the descriptions are modeled w.r.t. the simplified ontology T

shown in Figure 1; for compactness reasons, we straightforwardly adopt DL

formalization.

The model of skills we provide in the ontology can be integrated with the

draft standard [IEEE, 2007] proposing a data model for Reusable Competency

Definition(RCD) [IMS, 2002]. In particular our skill descriptions fill the defini-

tion element of RCD data model.

Let R be composed by the following task descriptions:

– T1 = ∃basicKnowledge⊓ ∀basicKnowledge.

(InternetUse⊓ MarkupLanguages)

– T2 = ∃advancedKnowledge⊓ ∀advancedKnowledge.

(ClientServerProtocol⊓ ProcessManagement) ⊓ ∃toolsKnowledge

⊓∀toolsKnowledge.InternetDevelopment

– T3 = ∃advancedKnowledge⊓ ∀advancedKnowledge.

(TotalQualityManagement⊓ C++) ⊓ ∃hasMasterDegree⊓ ∃hasExperience

⊓∀hasExperience.((≥ 3 years))

and P be composed by the following knowledge provider descriptions:
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ComputerScienceSkill⊑ Skill

InternetUse ⊑ ComputerScienceSkill

OOP ⊑ ComputerScienceSkill

C++ ⊑ OOP

HTML ⊑ MarkupLanguages

MarkupLanguages⊑ ComputerScienceSkill

ClientServerProtocol⊑ ComputerScienceSkill

InternetDevelopment⊑ ComputerScienceSkill

WebDesigning⊑ InternetDevelopment

TotalQualityManagement⊑ Skill

VBScript ⊑ ComputerScienceSkill

Design ⊑ Skill

ComputerGraphics⊑ ComputerScienceSkill

Engineering ⊑ degree

Engineer ≡ ∃hasMasterDegree ⊓ ∀hasMasterDegree.Engineering ⊓

∃advancedKnowledge ⊓ ∀advancedKnowledge.Design ⊓ ∃basicKnowledge

⊓∀basicKnowledge.(Mathematics⊓ Physics)

ManagerialEngineer ≡ Engineer ⊓ ∃advancedKnowledge ⊓

∀advancedKnowledge.ProcessManagement

Figure 1: Skills ontology excerpt

– P1 = ∃basicKnowledge⊓ ∀basicKnowledge.

(InternetUse⊓ ComputerGraphics⊓ HTML) ⊓ ∃hasMasterDegree⊓

∃hasExperience⊓ ∀hasExperience.((≤ 2 years))

– P2 = ManagerialEngineer⊓ ∃advancedKnowledge⊓

∀advancedKnowledge.InternetTechnologies⊓ ∃toolsKnowledge⊓

∀toolsKnowledge.WebDesigning

– P3 = Engineer⊓ ∃advancedKnowledge⊓ ∀advancedKnowledge.

(TotalQualityManagement⊓ ClientServerProtocol⊓ VBScript⊓ OOP)

The algorithm executes the loop in rows 5–15 nine times in order to compute

the nine values for uij with i = j = 1, 2, 3. Such values fill the suitability matrix

shown in Figure 2. The call to solveKhun in row 16 returns the following values

for the set of decision variables: x11 = 1, x22 = 1, x33 = 1. The loop in rows 17–

21 finally returns the following three quadruples corresponding to the the values

of i and j such that xij = 1 in the assignment solution:
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T1 T2 T3

P1 0 1 0.86

P2 0.6 0.11 0.56

P3 0.6 0.56 0.33

Figure 2: Suitability matrix

– x11 = 1 (T1, P1, H11 = ⊤, G11 = ⊤)

P1 represent a full match for T1: the result H11 of the Concept Abduction

Problem between T1 and P1 shows that nothing has to be hypothesized in P1

to perform T1: even knowledge about MarkupLanguages, apparently lacking,

is implied by knowledge about HTML(in the ontology is in fact modeled that

MarkupLanguages knowledge subsumes HTML knowledge); the result G11 of

the Concept Contraction Problem between T1 and P1 shows instead that T1

does not need any contraction to gain compatibility with P1;

– x22 = 1 (T2, P2, H22 = ∀advancedKnowledge.ClientServerProtocol, G22 = ⊤)

P2 is compatible with T2: the result H22 of the Concept Abduction Prob-

lem between T2 and P2 shows that hypotheses have to be formulated on the

advanced knowledge about Client Server Protocol while knowledge about

InternetDevelopment is embedded into knowledge about WebDesigning

(in the ontology is in fact modeled that InternetDevelopment knowledge

subsumes WebDesigning knowledge);the result G22 of the Concept Contrac-

tion Problem between T2 and P2 shows instead that T2 does not need any

contraction to gain compatibility with P2;

– x33 = 1 (T3, P3, H33 = ∃hasExperience ⊓ ∀hasExperience.(≥ 3 years)⊓

∀advancedKnowledge.C++, G33 = ⊤)

P3 is compatible with T3: the result H33 of the Concept Abduction Problem

between T3 and P3 shows that hypotheses have to be formulated on the

work experience requirements and on advanced knowledge about C++: even

if P3 knows about OOP, her knowledge about C++ can only be hypothesized

because the second one is more specific than the first one(in the ontology is

in fact modeled that OOP knowledge subsumes C++ knowledge and not vice

versa); the result G33 of the Concept Contraction Problem between T3 and

P3 shows instead that T3 does not need any contraction to gain compatibility

with P3;

5.2 System Operating mode

The approaches outlined in the previous sections for single one to one, multiple

one to one and many to one matching were implemented and tested with the
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aid of a system whose operating mode is sketched in Figure 3.

Figure 3: System Operating Mode

1. In the initial step, the user chooses the matching scenario (arrow 1) and

models, using a GUI as the one shown in Figure 4, the task to be satisfied by

the knowledge provider profiles, available within the system. All the required

tasks and the knowledge provider profiles have to be formalized using the

terminology of the skills ontology, regardless of the chosen matching scenario.

Notice that we use MaMaS-tng4 as reasoning engine. To the best of our

knowledge, MaMaS-tng is currently the only reasoning engine able to solve

Concept Abduction and Concept Contraction problems. Figure 4 shows the

formalization of a needed task w.r.t. the ontology within the system GUI. In

an analogous way, figure 5 shows the formalization of a knowledge provider

profile.

2. Exploiting nonmonotonic services exposed by MaMaS-tng, the system is

able to perform the matching process selected in the previous step. Given

the knowledge providers profiles stored within the repository (arrow 2), the

system is able to return (arrow 3):

– the knowledge provider profile Pi best matching the request for a single

task, together with explanations Hi ang Gi for non full match, according

4 MAtchMAkerService is available at http://dee227.poliba.it:8080/MAMAS-tng.
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Figure 4: Task Description

to the approach described in Section 4.1 — in case of single one to one

matching

– a set of quadruples 〈Ti, Pj , Hij , Gij〉 whose elements represent the differ-

ent task/profile assignments (Ti, Pj), together with explanations for non

full matches (Hij , Gij), according to the approach presented in Section

4.2 — in case of multiple one to one matching

– a set of knowledge provider profiles i.e., a team, whose conjunction

covers the required task, a concept Tuncovered representing the part re-

maining uncovered of the task, and the part to contract in the request,

Gcontraction, as presented in Section 4.3 — in case of many to one match-

ing

3. In all the above cases, non full match explanations Hi, Hij , Tuncovered repre-

sent the learning needs at the basis of an automated composite courseware

composition. In this step, the system follows the approach detailed in Section

4.4: it takes as inputs the learning needs (arrow 4) and the learning objects

descriptions (see Figure 6) stored within the repository (arrow 5). By calling

MaMaS-tng, this module produces as output a set of candidate composite

coursewares and their relative ρDuncovered
(arrow 6).
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Figure 5: Knwowledge Provider Description

6 Related Work

Skill management systems presented in the literature, almost all embedding skill

searching facilities, may be classified in two categories including respectively non

ontology-based and ontology-based systems.

Among non ontology-based approaches database querying and similarity be-

tween weighted vectors of stemmed terms, typical of text-based Information

Retrieval, have been used to evaluate possible matches [Veit et al., 2001]. Obvi-

ously, forcing profiles to be expressed by data structures or vectors of terms does

not allow to deal with incomplete information, always present in matchmaking

context in the form of either unavailable or irrelevant information.

Skill matching has been also modeled as a bipartite graph in which the first

set of vertices includes assignees and the second one includes tasks to be per-

formed [Saip and Lucchesi, 1993]. Edges belonging to this graph link people to

task. By determining a cost function that associates each edge with a real value,

a weighted bipartite graph ensues, which results in a well known problem in Op-

erational Research area, the Assignment Problem [Kennington and Wang, 1991,

Galil, 1986, Hillier and Lieberman, 1995].

Among proposal on the subject, in [Sure et al., 2000] two skill matching sys-

tems, ProPer and OntoProper, were presented, both storing in a database skill

profiles represented as vectors and using approaches from decision theory to
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Figure 6: Learning Object Description

allow for approximate match, not obtainable with plain database queries.

OntoProper embeds also an ontology, reducing skill database maintenance

effort by enriching the database with ground and inferred facts from secondary

information, such as project documents. But both systems lack of an ontology

as skill repository, allowing to infer on previously introduced profiles.

In [Becerra-Fernandez, 2000] two People Finder Knowledge Management Sys-

tems are proposed: the Searchable Answer Generating Environment(SAGE) and

the Expert Seeker. Both systems use databases as skill repositories and query

engines performing a keyword search for expertise, even if the second one pro-

vides more search options. Even though proposing a database approach, the

paper underlines the need to employ artificial intelligence technologies in Peo-

ple Finder Knowledge Management Systems in order to infer new knowledge

from elicited skills and to keep automatically up-to-date profiles employing data

mining techniques.

Also agent technologies have been employed to support the search for the

right expert: in [Garro and Palopoli, 2003] it is proposed an XML multi-agent

system providing, among many other facilities, support to management in search-

ing the most suitable employee for a specific job.

In [Sugawara, 2003] an agent-based application for supporting job match-

making is proposed, focusing on the telework scenario.
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The use of ontologies as knowledge repositories has been largely recognized

useful to provide a common vocabulary and to use inference services on elicited

knowledge ([OLeary, 1998a], [OLeary, 1998b]).

A general purpose ontology to model Knowledge Management procedures

has also been proposed in [Holsapple and Joshi, 2004]. Also skill management

systems have then to employ ontologies as skill repositories in order to achieve

such goals.

In [Lau and Sure, 2002] an ontology based skill management system is pro-

posed, allowing employees to elicit their skills and providing an advanced expert

search within the intranet.

In [Hefke and Stojanovic, 2004] a semantic based portal is proposed. The

portal answers users queries about tasks to perform by providing ad-hoc or-

ganizational teams. The user request is formalized as a query searching the

competences required for the task in the ontology used as skill repository. The

system returns a set of one or more workers able to cover all the competences

required for the task. All the available sets are ranked on the basis of the ontolog-

ical closeness of query concepts to concepts formalizing skills hold by proposed

people.

In [Liu and Dew, 2004] a system integrating the accuracy of concept search

with the flexibility of keyword search is proposed to match expertise within

academia. The system is based on the use of semantic web technologies and in

particular on RDF and XML in order to extract expertise integrated profiles

from heterogeneous information sources.

An issue that arises is using ontologies once they have been built, i.e., there

is a need for reasoners and reasoning services able to take full advantage of the

effort placed in structuring an ontology.

In [Colucci et al., 2003b] a semantic based approach to the problem of skills

finding in an ontology supported framework was presented. The framework con-

siders skill management as an electronic marketplace of knowledge in which skills

are a peculiar kind of goods that have distinguishing characteristics with respect

to traditional assets; buyers are entities that need the skills of people, such as

projects, departments and organizations. On the other hand, knowledge sellers

are individuals that offer their own skills. Obviously, descriptions of profiles share

a common skills ontology.

Although semantic facilitators have been proposed in the literature for several

scenarios [Trastour et al., 2002], [Sure et al., 2000], [Staab et al., 2001], they do

not take full advantage of the ontological structure and limit their search to

simple subsumption matching.

The approach proposed in [Colucci et al., 2003b] is oriented to finding the

best individual for a given task or project, based on profile descriptions sharing

a common ontology. The approach is able to cope with cases in which no perfect
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matches exist, i.e., finding those available profiles that, for a given skill request

best match, also if not identical, the task and vice versa. It is noteworthy that

the approach allows not only a logical categorization, but also a ranking of

matches within each category. In [Colucci et al., 2004] an approach to endow

with semantics the process of searching solutions to task assignment was also

presented.

The Assignment Problem[Hillier and Lieberman, 1995] is a linear program-

ming problem whose objective is to assign a number of assignees to a number of

tasks to be performed. The problem classical application is to assign jobs to em-

ployees minimizing an objective function measuring the total cost of assignment.

We may think of the cost function used for weighting arcs in term of suitability

of persons to tasks. This assumption causes the objective function to measure

quantitatively the effectiveness of performing all the tasks instead of the total

cost of the assignment.

Evaluating the suitability of an individual to a job is a task traditionally per-

formed by companies management on the basis of personal knowledge of work-

ers. As a result, knowledge about coefficients measuring suitability of different

matches is subjective and implicit, not allowing end users to clearly determine

the reasons for match suggestions and to eventually revise them.

The proposed solutions to skill matching presented so far are all relative to

the case of one to one multiplicity. When instead an ad-hoc team has to be

created for performing a task we revert in the case of many to one multiplicity.

In [Colucci et al., 2005b] the process of team composition is carried out by

solving an extended Concept Covering Problem. The possible assignees represent

the set of people to be used to cover as much as possible the skills requested to

perform the task that starts the matching process. The presented approach takes

into account also explanation about skills not covered by the team, although

requested by the task. In [Colucci et al., 2007a]such an approach was extended

to take belief revision into account.

In [Hefke and Stojanovic, 2004] an alternative approach, which may appear

close to that proposed in [Colucci et al., 2003b] is presented. The approach builds

on the technique presented in [Stojanovic et al., 2003] for ranking query results.

The relevance of query results is computed taking into account the structure of

the underlying domain (knowledge base content) and the inferencing process in

which the answer is implied. The ranking, though providing a useful support

to the choice between the returned answers, only classifies answers to queries

formalized w.r.t. a well defined structure. Such an approach lacks then of expres-

siveness in the querying process. Moreover it lacks of the open world assumption,

because only answers that explicitly provide the characteristics required by the

query are ranked and it does not explain the rationale for the absence of match.

All the systems and approaches so far outlined deal with the search for skills
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among the available assignees. Creating new competencies when the available

ones are not enough to perform all the needed tasks may represent a competi-

tive advantage opportunity. In order to achieve such knowledge creation, SMS

may integrate components supporting the training process of employees, exploit-

ing e-learning technologies. The term e-learning has become common, describing

several concepts, from complete web-based courses to distance learning and tu-

toring. Recently, also thanks to various standardization efforts [IEEE, 2003],

emphasis has been placed on the concept of learning object i.e., small and

easily reusable educational resources to be composed to allow personalized in-

struction and courseware creation [Ip et al., 2002, Cabezuelo and Beardo, 2004,

Ajami, 2004, Vossen and Jaeschke, 2003].

Obviously, discovery and composition of such learning objects in an auto-

mated way requires the association of unambiguous and semantically rich meta-

data, defined in accordance with shared ontologies ([Sicilia and Lytras, 2005],

[Sanchez-Alonso and Frosch-Wilke, 2005]). The LOM –Learning Object Meta-

data [IEEE, 2002]– standard, though limited in the basic annotation items, al-

lows to freely define annotated metadata describing a learning resource.

The semantic-based annotation of educational resources is hence fully in

the stream of the Semantic Web initiative [Berners-Lee et al., 2001], and it can

share with it both techniques and approaches [Sanchez-Alonso and Sicilia, 2004,

Bennacer et al., 2004, Gasevic et al., 2004].

In particular, as more and more learning objects become available on the Web

as services with well-defined machine interpretable interfaces as described e.g.,

in OWL-S [OWL-S, 2004, Sycara et al., 2003], personalized learning units can

be built by scratch, by retrieving learning resources. Automated composition

of learning resources, exposed as web services for example, can then match a

personalized learning need.

Recent studies [Draganidis and Mentzas, 2006] underline the rarity of ap-

proaches integrating knowledge and learning management.

In [Colucci et al., 2007a] a SMS integrating both a skill management and an

automatic courseware composition component is proposed. The system takes into

account both explanation and belief revision in the skill matching component in

many to one and one to one multiplicity case. The missing skills resulting from

the matching process are given as input for a courseware composition process

which takes into account also explanation by employing an algorithm presented

in [Colucci et al., 2005c].

The semantic-based integration of competences with learning needs is also

tackled e.g., in [Draganidis et al., 2006]. Nevertheless, relying on standard ser-

vices and on RDQL, such systems cannot deal with approximation nor provide

explanation services.

One attempt to integration mostly focused on knowledge modeling is pro-
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posed in [Sicilia et al., 2006], which present a case study for modeling e-learning

procedures in the general purpose ontology for knowledge management proposed

in [Holsapple and Joshi, 2004].

7 Conclusions

Both knowledge management systems and e-learning solutions provide a signifi-

cant support to strategical human resource management. Nevertheless their roles

are often kept separated, and the processes of managing skills and planning train-

ing programs are scheduled independently on each other. The SMS proposed in

this paper shows instead as the integration of knowledge and learning manage-

ment may represent a promising synergy in organizational vision. The ability to

assign ”the right man to the right job” is universally shared and recognized by

companies as a crucial success factor, to invest on. On the contrary, the impact

of e-learning solutions on return on investments may appear less straightforward

and training programs are often considered low priority investments.

In this paper we contextualize the learning need to the solution of an assign-

ment problem, proposing training programs targeted at covering a task rather

than at increasing the employees background knowledge. Of course the proposed

coursewares, when fruited, enrich organizational knowledge and open new busi-

ness chances to the company, but we believe that the explicit connection of

training programs to the solution of a needed task more effectively stimulates

companies in investing on learning solutions.

Future research will be devoted to evaluate the correspondence of the pro-

posed system with human judgment in the processes of assignees and learning

paths selection and to improve system usability by common users. The proto-

type system described in this paper has been the basis for a novel and optimized

commercial system for skills managment, Impakt, which will be released next

year by D.O.O.M.srl.
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A The ALN subset of OWL-DL

Description Logics (DLs) [Baader et al., 2002] are a family of logic formalisms

for knowledge representation whose basic syntax elements are concept names

and role names. Concepts stand for sets of objects, e.g., ProcessEngineer,

Graduate, BusinessApplication, while roles, e.g., hasAbility, specialized,

link objects in different concepts. Basic elements can be combined using con-

structors to form concept and role expressions. Based on the set of construc-

tors adopted different DLs can be defined. Every DL allows one to form a con-

junction of concepts denoted as ⊓; some DLs include also disjunction ⊔ and

complement ¬ to close concept expressions under boolean operations. Roles

can be combined with concepts using existential role quantification (∃) , e.g.,

Graduate⊓ ∃hasAbility.NegotiationSkills, which describes the set of grad-

uated people with negotiation skills, and universal role quantification (∀), e.g.,

Programmer ⊓ ∀hasMasterDegree.Engineering, which describes programmers

having only an engineering degree. Other constructs may involve counting, as

number restrictions:

– Graduate ⊓ (≤ 3 hasAbility) expresses graduates having at least three

abilities

– AccountManager⊓ (≥ 2 hasTechnicalSkills) describes account managers

endowed of at least two skills belonging to the technical area

The representation of knowledge is achieved in DLs formalism by using con-

cepts expressions to structure inclusion assertions and definitions. For example

we could impose that programming may be partitioned into structural and ob-

ject oriented using the two inclusions Programming ⊑ StructuralProgramming⊔

ObjectProgramming and StructuralProgramming⊑ ¬ObjectProgramming.

We can state also that working teams have to be composed by at least two

members as Team ⊑ (≥ 2 hasTeamMember). Historically, sets of such inclusions

are called TBoxes (Terminological Box).

It is easy to see that T in DLs represents what is called an ontology in a knowl-

edge representation system. The DL we adopt in our system is ALN (Attributive

Language with unqualified Number restrictions) DL. The choice of such a DL
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OWL syntax DL syntax

< owl : Thing/ > ⊤

< owl : Nothing/ > ⊥

< owl : Classrdf : ID = ”C”/ > C

< owl : ObjectPropertyrdf : ID = ”R”/ > R

< rdfs : subClassOf/ > ⊑

< owl : equivalentClass/ > ≡

< owl : disjointWith/ > ¬

< owl : intersectionOf/ > ⊓

< owl : allV aluesFrom/ > ∀

< owl : someV aluesFrom/ > ∃

< owl : maxCardinality/ > ≤

< owl : minCardinality/ > ≥

< owl : cardinality/ > =

Table 1: Correspondence between OWL-DL and ALN DL syntax

is due to a trade off between language expressiveness and computational com-

plexity of inference services[Borgida and Patel-Schneider, 1994].

Constructs allowed in an ALN DL are:

– ⊤ universal concept. All the objects in the domain.

– ⊥ bottom concept. The empty set.

– A atomic concepts. All the objects belonging to the set represented by A.

– ¬A atomic negation. All the objects not belonging in the set represented by

A.

– C ⊓ D intersection. The objects belonging both to C and D.

– ∀R.C universal restriction. All the objects participating to the R relation

whose range are all the objects belonging to C.

– ∃R unqualified existential restriction. There exists at least one object par-

ticipating in the relation R.

– (≥ n R),(≤ n R),(= n R). Respectively the minimum, the maximum and

the exact number of objects participating in the relation R.

We use a simple-TBox in order to express the relations among objects in the

domain. With a simple-TBox, in all the axioms (for both inclusion and definition)

the left side is represented by a concept name. The subset of OWL-DL Tags

allowing to express an ALN DL is presented in Table 1.
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